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Description

Each ceph daemon exposes a collection of performance counters.  Currently if someone wants to inspect the counters, they need to

use the CLI "ceph daemon <type>.<id> perf schema" on a daemon (for example "ceph daemon mon.a perf schema"), and then the

similar "perf dump" command to get the actual values.

Fortunately, ceph-mgr has an internal copy of all the counters for all the services, and their schema.  This is available to python

modules via MgrModule.get_perf_schema (get all the perf counter metadata for a service), and MgrModule.get_counter (to get a

single counter).

We should have a dashboard page with a URL like "/perf_counters/<service type>/<service id>", which shows the performance

counters, including their names, description strings, and current values.  We can link to it from other places where the services are

shown in the UI, e.g. to each appropriate /perf_counters/osd/<id> from the list of OSDs.

This page will not replace existing detail views of services, but will provide an extra detailed view for engineers who want to explore

what performance data is available for a particular service.

History

#1 - 12/26/2017 02:47 AM - Chang Liu

that sounds great. John, are you working on it now? if not, I'm very happy to achieve this feature.

#2 - 01/01/2018 09:51 PM - John Spray

Hi Chang -- this feature is currently being worked on by Rubab Syed, who is an outreachy intern.

#3 - 01/04/2018 07:48 AM - Chang Liu

John Spray wrote:

Hi Chang -- this feature is currently being worked on by Rubab Syed, who is an outreachy intern.

 

OK~ thank you, John. BTW, is Rubab also working on "dashboard: configuration setting browser"? http://tracker.ceph.com/issues/22522

#4 - 01/04/2018 08:07 AM - Chang Liu

Chang Liu wrote:

John Spray wrote:

Hi Chang -- this feature is currently being worked on by Rubab Syed, who is an outreachy intern.
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OK~ thank you, John. BTW, is Rubab also working on "dashboard: configuration setting browser"? http://tracker.ceph.com/issues/22522

 

oh, I got my answer from cpeh-dev maillist. Rubab will work on those feature.

#5 - 01/08/2018 12:05 PM - John Spray

- Status changed from New to In Progress

- Assignee set to Rubab Syed

#6 - 02/28/2018 03:38 PM - John Spray

- Status changed from In Progress to Resolved

#7 - 04/15/2021 05:25 PM - Ernesto Puerta

- Project changed from mgr to Dashboard

- Category changed from 132 to General
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